Justice Reigns

Sister of condemned S. African man speaks on judicial system

By MICHAEL YANKOWSKI

The sister of one of six South Africans sentenced to death last month for insurrection and inciting violence in South Africa has called for an end to the death penalty in South Africa.

"We cannot accept the death penalty," said Sister Mabali, the sister of Mokhesi, the deputy mayor of Sharpeville township. "We are calling for the government to repeal the death penalty in South Africa."

Sister Mabali said that the sentence of six South Africans to death is a violation of their human rights.

"The death penalty is a violation of human rights," she said. "It is a violation of the right to life, the right to freedom from cruel and inhuman treatment, and the right to a fair trial."

Sister Mabali said that the sentence of death is a form of collective punishment.

"The death penalty is a form of collective punishment," she said. "It is a form of punishment that is not proportional to the crime.

Sister Mabali said that the government should use other forms of punishment, such as imprisonment or community service, to deal with the issues that have led to the death penalty.

"The government should use other forms of punishment," she said. "It should use imprisonment or community service to deal with the issues that have led to the death penalty."
**Marcos says he may return to islands to ‘rescue’ citizens**

**MANILA, Philippines** — Ferdinand Marcos said yesterday that he was not certain when he would return to the Philippines from self-imposed exile in the United States, saying he was not sure his government would allow him to return.

Marcos accused Gorbachev of denying his followers, to be let go or to put on the hands of defense and maintenance.

"There was not loving only by the poor but by the rich, too. It was the rich who in the last days of the Marcos government put their children to court," he said.

Marcos said the "one-day" against him "was an unfortunate and also for the defense of the American government" but he promised to keep secret.

The report of a government study released yesterday says that 18 percent of those less than seven years behind bars, causing millions of dollars worth of damage.

The four-hour blaze sent the South Wing crashing through into art galleries on the lower two floors, damaging priceless royal art treasures and killing one person.

Most murderers leave prison early, report says

WASHINGTON — More than 30 percent of murderers in the United States leave prison early, according to a government report released yesterday.

The report found that 18 percent of those less than seven years behind bars, causing millions of dollars worth of damage.

But U.S. Energy Secretary John Herrington disagreed with King's invitation.

"I didn't work at all" and had to be reprimanded.

The court heard that several of its warheads, including one that was "absolutely essential to maintain the integrity" of the American nuclear deterrent.

The median time served on a life sentence is nine years and seven months, said the report.

The members agreed only to reconvene on April 15.

Petroleum Exporting Countries. "But I don't think it will be sustained, because lower oil prices continue "to erode demand," Herrington said.

In Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates Oil Minister Mana Saeed Oteiba was quoted as saying that oil prices continuing fall into single-digit figures was likely.

For example, there is a chance of showers tomorrow morning with highs in the low 80s. Fair weather is expected to prevail throughout the day, with the exception of the Philadelphia area, but there could be showers there later.

But for four former U.S. officials and newspaper reporters, Paul Warrick, Tom Zeller and Jim Klitkilde, said in separate interviews that Marcos was wrong to reject Gorbachev's invitation.

Police officials now prominent in the private research group, said it was the only reasonable course to take.

"That's now the official position of U.S. officials, but it is not the official position of the United States government toward the United States," Herrington said.

Sixty percent of the interviewees do not have access to the study of prison terms in 30 states.

Half of the rapists released that year served less than four years in prison, and the medium time served was nine years and seven months, said the report.

But at a nine-day-long meeting in Geneva that ended yesterday, Marcos said he had insisted on being taken from the Philippine Senate to Clark Air Base and later Guam. He said his personal baggage was opened and searched.

"I want to be taken to the United States of America, and then I will have to speak to the United States of America," he said.

Government officials "are rejecting something that I thought was the primary purpose of negotiations between the United States and the Philippines," Herrington said.

"We are going to boycott until they come to talk to us on a man-to-man basis and not on the terms that they are offering," Herrington said.

"We must fight back" against Marcos to prevent President Marcos from utilizing the oil market as a diplomatic weapon, Herrington said.

"There was widespread resistance to the Philippines' oil investigations by the U.S. government," Herrington said.

"We are not going to provide oil to Philippines," Herrington said.

"We are not going to give them the oil," Herrington said.
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**Food vendors have experienced an increase in business with the increase in temperature.**

**Warm spring weather triggers better business for local food vendors**

Once serving as a Quaker building, this building has a new, stylish look for apt. living.

**Old Quaker Bldg now luxury apt.**

**A Good Book**

**Sumerian dictionary sells in record time**

**Copies of the first Sumerian dictionary containing the first translation and interpretation of the ancient writings have been rapidly picked up by the general public.**
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**Old Quaker Building now luxe apartments**

**Food vendors have experienced an increase in business with the increase in temperature.**

**Warm spring weather triggers better business for local food vendors**

Once serving as a Quaker building, this building has a new, stylish look for apt. living.

**Old Quaker Bldg now luxury apt.**

**A Good Book**

**Sumerian dictionary sells in record time**

**Copies of the first Sumerian dictionary containing the first translation and interpretation of the ancient writings have been rapidly picked up by the general public.**
Quad residents receive compensation

Ballet performs on campus
Metromedia to sell WMMR, WIP

Co. to concentrate on telecommunications

By DENA GITTELMAN
Philadelphia-style conglomerates Metromedia and WIP are two of the nine stations Metromedia Broadcasting is selling in an effort to downsize its broadcasting operations.

According to Metromedia President George Sard, the nation's largest television-broadcasting company is selling all its radio stations, including New York station WNEW, and is planning to downsize its telephone operation as a result of its NII interests.

Said Addie L. Metromedia Inc. in a joint press release discussing the sales: "This is the final step of a process that's been going on for about two years," he said. "Last year we put the debt. . . they sold all their advanced assets."

They said their customer advertisements, the Adel's, and most smoothly reported the same.

Said said he felt the sale of the stations represents a shift in the company's focus. "Basically it's a change of strategy," he said. "They're moving into telecommunications and real estate."

Last week, the existing management of some of the stations announced plans to buy the radio group in partnership with the Morgan and Stanley investment banking firm. The deal is subject to the approval of the Federal Communications Commission.

"Basically it's Carl Krazall who's the present of Metromedia Radio and a number of stations will manage the investment banking firm who purchased the radio nation," Sard said. "So it's not an outside party — it's the management of the stations. We're not concerned at all with the radio operation." Those terms will not be altered by the change in ownership.

"The same people who were involved in managing the radio group's new ownership are to manage the radio group's new ownership," Sard added. Stated that the rationale of the radio group's new ownership is to manage the radio group's new ownership.

"The company's focus is yet to be seen," he said. "(Metromedia) is the large owner, but it's not finalized yet."

WMMR Operations Manager Ted Weissberg said last week that he does not feel the sale will affect the station's programming. "We feel the sale will affect the station's programming."

"The first step is to slow down service, just to keep the drunk driver off the road as much as possible," Weissberg said. "If it becomes necessary, we'll cut staff otherwise... if we decide there's too much, we'll make a phone and call away from the phone."

The second step is then to adjust the program's management is concerned about their welfare, and we do not believe it is advisable to serve him another drink.

Weissberg said stations are also about to be seen as a good opportunity for another party — someone who has had little, if anything, to drink and is capable of driving safely.

"And if there's not one, we'll pay for a cab ride, just to keep the drunk driver off the road as much as possible," Weissberg added. (The program) was inspired by a television series called "The Kitchener Sink." It was an outside party — it's the management of the stations. We're not concerned at all with the radio operation."
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A Peace of Paper

By Daniel Paley

Seven years ago on March 26, Israel and Egypt signed the Camp David Accord. It marked an era of mutual understanding, Israel began implementing a peace process and Egypt established diplomatic ties with Israel and opened trade. Despite these steps, experts and anthropologists raised the long-awaited promise of peace in the Middle East had actually been realized. However, the agreement in 1978 has proven to be a turning point in the region's history.

Although Israel completely withdrew, Egypt took back control over the Sinai Peninsula and set about rebuilding its infrastructure. Under President Mubarak, the Sinai became a major tourist destination and a hub for cross-border trade. However, stereotypes and hatred that have existed for centuries have not entirely disappeared. The memory of past conflicts and a lack of understanding of each other's cultures can still be seen in the daily lives of people in both nations.

For peace to become a reality, governments must be willing to take courageous action to battle racial stereotypes and hatred that have existed for centuries. The time has come for a peaceful future to be achieved.

BLOOM COUNTY/Berkeley Breathed

The Four Whartons

By Dan Robbins

My opinion toward the Wharton School is clear. When I first applied to the Wharton School to enter the ranks of my anti-Dan fathers, a visit to the offices of the University of Pennsylvania's student affairs and finance offices was a must. My friend, David, a distinguished professor, suggested I visit the school. He is the one who taught me that getting into Wharton is like winning the lottery.

The remaining three Whartons are in line for the undergraduate division. The first is comprised of those students who are not in line for the graduate program. They have no problem with their studies and are ready to accept the challenge. They are the ones who are ready to accept the challenge.

The second way to include people is to make their situations relevant to the movement. Regardless of what you are doing, if you are affecting most women and men in the long run, you have no problem with some peoples' perception of a great number of people.

EPETER EMERSON
College '96

The best way to include people is to make their situations relevant to the movement. Regardless of what you are doing, if you are affecting most women and men in the long run, you have no problem with some people's perception of a great number of people.

The second way to include people is to make their situations relevant to the movement. Regardless of what you are doing, if you are affecting most women and men in the long run, you have no problem with some people's perception of a great number of people.

The best way to include people is to make their situations relevant to the movement. Regardless of what you are doing, if you are affecting most women and men in the long run, you have no problem with some people's perception of a great number of people.

The second way to include people is to make their situations relevant to the movement. Regardless of what you are doing, if you are affecting most women and men in the long run, you have no problem with some people's perception of a great number of people.
Dental students no longer called 'doctor'

Dental students no longer called 'doctor'

they are students and not doctors."

But Dental School junior Bruce Fay, who wrote a letter to the editor last year about students calling themselves 'doctor,' said he thought the policy was a conversation piece. «I don't believe any title is

'Dental students no longer called 'doctor'"
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Crime Blotter
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**TRIAL AND ERROR**

A Dramatic reading based on the transcript of the trial of

YULI EDELSTEIN

a Soviet refugee arrested on trumped up charges.

TUES., APRIL 1st
8:00 pm

HILLEL AUDITORIUM
202 S. 36th St.
989-8265

**GRADUATES CALL 1-800-457-4658 FOR $400 and PRE-APPROVED CREDIT A NEW FORD**

It's Easy To Qualify

For $400 from Ford Motor Company

You must receive at least a bachelor's degree or a state RN license between October 1, 1985 and September 30, 1986.

For Pre-approved Credit from Ford Credit

You must have verifiable employment that begins within 120 days of your qualifying vehicle purchase at a salary sufficient to cover ordinary living expenses and your vehicle payment.

You credit record, if you have one, must indicate payment made as agreed.

If (Continued from page 1)
The means of torture have included

the use of instruments which have resulted in a broken bone and a broken jaw for two of the prisoners, Mokhesi said.

"The whole case is wrong," she said. "Whether the six were there, the others were there, or not, to bring these three does not mean that you are responsible for the killing.

"For all the six of them, and others who will be convicted and in other words, as us citizens of South Africa, as a South African we do not agree to the/black South Africans we do not agree to the

sentence being passed on any black South African, whether it is called criminal or political or what, because

the wrong is committed is now black," she continued.

"That is the phenomenon of missing person.

MISSING PERSON

Mingling from the Hospi-


Ivy League lures Schneider away from Lehigh

(Continued from back page)

By Fred W. Friendly

Doctoral and postdoctoral education is a fertile ground for the development of new ideas, new forms of communication, and new methods of analysis. It is also a place where researchers can find new mentors and colleagues with whom to work on common projects. 

Schneider said, "At Lehigh the financial aid is based on need, but there is a limited autonomy. Our rates of graduation, for instance, speaks for itself. That's why we're discouraged.

At Lehigh we are able to offer full-fledged cash awards and not just financial aid. And we're able to offer them to students who are not necessarily comfortable with them.

"[The academic index] is really not a realistic index," Schneider said. "It is an athletic index that makes some accommodations for non-athletes. It makes some accommodations for the problems of being in any organization.

"I think that a great university like this would be well qualified to do this, but it's not being done at Lehigh."

"It's getting harder and harder in the Ivy League to recruit enough really good basketball players."

"At Lehigh we have a limited number of people who want to go [for] financial reasons. The actual number of these students who end up choosing Stanford, Northwestern, Duke, or the Atlantic Coast Conference is extremely high. But it's a fact of life that all coaches in the Ivy League have to understand.

"I'm not frustrated by that. It forces us to be more organized. It's a joy that type of situation." Schneider predicted that the athletes are bringing about changes that are not necessarily comfortable with them. "That's a plus," he said. "That's a fact that affects coaches and the coaching profession in general, no matter what the future holds."

"[Making changes] is not up to the coaches. That's not our job." Schneider said. "Our job is to maintain the winning tradition. But I think we can return to the days of the early '70s, when Penn and Princeton, and to a lesser extent Lehigh..." Schneider said.

"Admissions is getting increasingly difficult and recruiting is getting harder to attract large numbers of talented students.

But would you like to see the Ivies spending more on the administration side?" Schneider said. "As long as the Ivy League has parameters, drastic changes are probably not forthcoming.

"Sometimes it seems a little unfair to our athletes, especially our basketball players who compete each year with other universities to see how many of them can get scholarships..."

"Scholarships are important for our athletes, our coaches, and our athletic departments. They are taking a short-term view to capitalize in the future, and that is not easy.
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"Admissions is getting increasingly difficult and recruiting is getting harder to attract large numbers of talented students.

But would you like to see the Ivies spending more on the administration side?" Schneider said. "As long as the Ivy League has parameters, drastic changes are probably not forthcoming.

"Sometimes it seems a little unfair to our athletes, especially our basketball players who compete each year with other universities to see how many of them can get scholarships..."

"Scholarships are important for our athletes, our coaches, and our athletic departments. They are taking a short-term view to capitalize in the future, and that is not easy.
Penn poses challenge for Schneider

(Continued from page 2) In politics, the leading group of young and aggressive coaches who have gone into the league and are working very hard to invigorate their programs.

"Other than Penn and Princeton, when tradition pushes you to have a good program, guys like [Cornell's] Greg Selkoe and [Dartmouth's] Paul C المتزامنون هم الأغلبية من هذه الأعضاء المتميزة، حيث أنهم يعملون جاهدين معًا في تقديم أفضل النتائج. وعندما يكون لديك حية تدفعك إلى تحقيق النجاح، فهذا كان الحال بالنسبة لـ Cornell's Greg Selkoe و Dartmouth's Paul...."

M. Track

(Continued from back page)

One of the most exciting races of the day was the 100-meter run. In the first heat, the Blue Devil first leg from Penn was taken from two Princeton runners who usually compete in the 800-meter run. One of these runners, freshman Rob Carusana, was mentioned by Mendelson as a particularly fast competitor.

Carusana was known as one of the best half-milers in the world, and was expected to win the event. But the race came down to the final few yards, and Bushnell was able to outsprint Carusana, but he could not best Princeton junior Mike Deleva. Carusana finished second with a time of 10.39.
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The Institute of Contemporary Art, University of Pennsylvania Presents Two Spring Exhibitions:

ARQUITECTONICA: YESTERDAY, TODAY, TOMORROW

An Architecture Exhibition

and

HOLLIS FRAMPTON: RECOLLECTIONS RECREATIONS

A Photography Exhibition

March 13 - April 27, 1986

Call for information on our Spring Film and Lecture Series.

Wednesday, April 2, 8:00 p.m.

The Metro Conference champions finished first in the singles and second in the doubles, winning 21 of its last 22 games. The Metro Conference champion was..."
W. Track destroys Tigers

Andy Mackenzie said. "They are in length), last year's winless season.

"It was a team effort. I was pleased,
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Baseball hopes
new personnel added needed aid

By NEIL WEINBERGER
If the Penn men's baseball team fails to put together two winning weeks in the month of April, they may have to bring in some help. While the need for help may not be obvious at first glance, it is a situation which the Quakers must face.

Weinberger, a junior left-handed pitcher, said, "We've been sporadic from day one in the outfield. We've had guys who would make the team with their hitting, but they couldn't catch.

One of philosophy which may help will be the addition of new personnel. The Penn baseball team has been used mainly in relief for this reason – a consistent injury-prone pitcher, a weak offensive attack, and a lack of over-all hitting power.

Said Weinberger, "I figure we need to get things going, and I'll just give them the chance to do just that. Eventually, I'm sure our bats will start opening.

The coaches really struggled in the four freshmen this season. They've been doing whatever we've asked them to this far. (Today), we just plan to get things going, and I'll just give them the chance to do just that.

One of the reasons for the Quakers' poor hitting is the Quaker's' lack of consistency. The batting line-up has been inconsistent, and the Quakers have not been able to string together hits by spreading them out.

Weinberger was placed on hitting. The emphasis at yesterday's practice was 'just keep driving the ball.'

"We're not trying to hit the ball too much," Weinberger said. "We're just trying to hit it hard enough on the ground to make the defense work for the base hit."

The Quakers are anything but a hitting team. They have used first-string players and some of their reserves in the outfield, with a slight emphasis on hitting. The Quakers have no one player who can consistently hit .300 or higher.

"The batting average is not that good," Weinberger said. "I don't really feel any of that.

Several players have scored better than .300, but the overall performance against the Ivy League has been inconsistent, and the Quakers have not been able to string together hits by spreading them out.

"We've had our first season winning baseball and have been one of the best teams in the country," Weinberger said. "We're not sorry we're winning, but for the fact that we didn't win against the NCAAs, we're not. But that's what we're trying to do, and we're trying to do it.

Said Weinberger, "We know what to work on now, and another thing we will be concentrating on is our defense. We've had a lot of problems in the infield and outfield, and that is something we will be working on for the rest of the season."

The Quakers have had a lot of problems in the infield and outfield, and that is something we will be working on for the rest of the season.